CALIBRATION
INSTRUCTIONS:

Hanau™
Wide-Vue
Articulator

5

Attach upper and lower gauge
blocks to articulator.
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With thumbs, gently push
on condyle shafts, moving
upper laterally until upper
and lower gauges line up
within .002”. CHECK: .002”
alignment can be verified
with shim stock.

1 CHECK:

Area under gauge
should be smooth. Mount
upper half of gauge and
tighten. Raise incisal pin 3mm.
The pin should not touch the
adjustable incisal guide.

2

6

Raise incisal pin 3mm. The
pin should not touch the
adjustable incisal guide.

7 CHECK

8 VERIFY

12

13

11

Lock set screws after
lateral alignment is
achieved.

Set both condylar inclinations
at 30 degrees and lock.

to see that cylindrical
gauge blocks are aligned
properly. VERIFY by visual
inspection and by using fingertips to check alignment of
cylinders. Alignment can also be
checked with .002” shim.
Overlap of cylinders should not
exceed .002” in either direction.
If aligned within tolerance, go
to step 8. If not, go to step 9.

VERIFY alignment in
anterior/posterior direction
within .002” using same
procedure as step 7. If not
within .002”, return unit to
factory for repair.

3

Loosen centric locks. Move
condylar elements to make
sure they move freely. If not,
condylar elements and track
must be wiped clean. Now
lock centric locks.

Drop incisal pin.
zero line (heavy black
line) is properly aligned.
VERIFY scribed line on
adjustable incisal guide lines
up with chiseled end of
incisal pin. Go to step 12.

Remove gauge blocks.
VERIFY condylar elements
move freely. If they do,
calibration is complete.
If not, re-calibrate.

4

Set both lateral guidances at
5 degrees and lock.

9

If articulator is out of
alignment loosen both
condylar shaft set screws.
Set screws are 5/64”.
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